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Abstract
Many recent works propose mechanisms demonstrating the
potential advantages of managing memory at a fine (e.g.,
cache line) granularity—e.g., fine-grained deduplication and
fine-grained memory protection. Unfortunately, existing virtual memory systems track memory at a larger granularity
(e.g., 4 KB pages), inhibiting efficient implementation of such
techniques. Simply reducing the page size results in an unacceptable increase in page table overhead and TLB pressure.
We propose a new virtual memory framework that enables
efficient implementation of a variety of fine-grained memory
management techniques. In our framework, each virtual page
can be mapped to a structure called a page overlay, in addition to a regular physical page. An overlay contains a subset of
cache lines from the virtual page. Cache lines that are present
in the overlay are accessed from there and all other cache lines
are accessed from the regular physical page. Our page-overlay
framework enables cache-line-granularity memory management without significantly altering the existing virtual memory framework or introducing high overheads.
We show that our framework can enable simple and efficient implementations of seven memory management techniques, each of which has a wide variety of applications. We
quantitatively evaluate the potential benefits of two of these
techniques: overlay-on-write and sparse-data-structure computation. Our evaluations show that overlay-on-write, when
applied to fork, can improve performance by 15% and reduce
memory capacity requirements by 53% on average compared
to traditional copy-on-write. For sparse data computation, our
framework can outperform a state-of-the-art software-based
sparse representation on a number of real-world sparse matrices. Our framework is general, powerful, and effective in
enabling fine-grained memory management at low cost.
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1. Introduction
Virtual memory [17, 21, 30] is one of the most significant
inventions in the field of computer architecture. In addition
to supporting several core operating system functions such
as memory capacity management, inter-process protection,
and data sharing, virtual memory also enables simple implementation of several techniques that significantly improve
performance—e.g., copy-on-write [22] and page flipping [3, 7].
Due to its simplicity and power, virtual memory is used in almost all modern high performance systems.
Despite its success, the fact that virtual memory, as it is implemented today, tracks memory at a coarse (page) granularity is a major shortcoming. Tracking memory at a page granularity 1) introduces significant inefficiency in many existing
techniques (e.g., copy-on-write), and 2) makes it difficult for
software to implement previously-proposed techniques such
as fine-grained deduplication [11, 23], fine-granularity data
protection [58, 59], cache-line-level compression [20, 29, 37],
and metadata management [35, 60]. For example, consider the
copy-on-write technique, where multiple virtual pages that
contain the same data are mapped to a single physical page:
When even just a single byte within any of the virtual pages
is modified, the operating system creates a copy of the entire
physical page. This operation not only wastes memory space,
but also incurs high latency, bandwidth, and energy [43].
Managing memory at a finer granularity than pages enables
several techniques that can significantly boost system performance and efficiency. However, simply reducing the page
size results in an unacceptable increase in virtual-to-physical
mapping table overhead and TLB pressure. Prior works to
address this problem either rely on software techniques [23]
(high performance overhead), propose hardware support specific to a particular application [35, 45, 60] (low value for cost),
or significantly modify the structure of existing virtual memory [11, 59] (high cost for adoption).
We ask the question, can we architect a generalized framework that can enable a wide variety of fine-grain management techniques, without significantly altering the existing
virtual memory framework? In response, we present a new
virtual memory (VM) framework that augments the existing
VM framework with a new concept called page overlays.
Figure 1 pictorially compares the existing virtual memory
framework with our proposed framework. In the existing
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ory capacity requirements, and enhance system security. As
an illustration, in the copy-on-write technique, when one of
the virtual pages mapped to a single physical page receives
a write, instead of creating a full copy of the physical page,
our mechanism simply creates an overlay for the virtual page
with just the modified cache line. We refer to this mechanism
as overlay-on-write. In comparison to copy-on-write, overlayon-write 1) significantly reduces the amount of redundancy
in memory and 2) removes the copy operation from the critical path of execution. In all, we describe seven different
techniques that can be efficiently implemented on top of our
framework. Table 1 summarizes these techniques, illustrating
the benefits of our framework over previously proposed mechanisms. Section 5 describes these techniques in more detail.
The second main advantage of our framework is that it
largely retains the structure of the existing virtual memory framework. This is very important as it not only enables
a low overhead implementation of our framework, but also
enables the system to treat overlays as an inexpensive feature
that can be turned on or off depending on how much the specific system benefits from overlays (backward-compatibility).
Implementing the semantics of our framework presents us
with a number of design questions—e.g., how and when are
overlays created, how are cache lines within overlays located,
how are the overlays stored compactly in main memory? We
show that the naïve answers to these questions result in significant performance overhead. In this work, we make several
observations that result in a simple and low-overhead design
of our framework. Section 3 discusses the shortcomings of
naïve approaches and presents an overview of our proposed
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(a) Existing framework
(b) Proposed framework
Figure 1: Overview of our proposed framework

framework (Figure 1a), each virtual page of a process can be
mapped to at most one physical page. The system uses a set
of mapping tables to determine the mapping between virtual
pages and physical pages. In our proposed framework (Figure 1b), each virtual page may additionally be mapped to a
structure called an overlay. At a high level, an overlay of a
virtual page contains only a subset of cache lines from the virtual page. When a virtual page has both a physical page and
an overlay mapping, the access semantics is as follows: any
cache line that is present in the overlay is accessed from there;
all other cache lines are accessed from the physical page.
Our new framework with the simple access semantics has
two main advantages over previous approaches to enable finegrained memory management.
First, our framework is general and powerful. It seamlessly enables efficient implementation of a variety of techniques to improve overall system performance, reduce mem-

Table 1: Summary of techniques that can be efficiently implemented on top of our proposed page-overlay framework
Technique (Section)

Mechanism (high-level)

Benefits Over the State-of-the-art

Overlay-on-Write (§2.2, §5.1)

Create an overlay on write and store
modified cache line(s) in overlay.

Compared to copy-on-write [22], 1) reduces memory redundancy, 2) removes copy from critical path.

Sparse Data Structures (§5.2)

Use overlays to store non-zero
cache lines. Enable computation
over overlays (i.e., non-zero data).

Compared to software representations (e.g., [19]), 1) more efficient when sparsity is low, 2) faster dynamic updates. Compared
to compression [37], more efficient computation.

Fine-grained Deduplication
(§5.3.1)

For pages with similar data, use single base physical page and store differences (deltas) in overlays.

Enables efficient hardware support for difference engine [23]. In
contrast to HICAMP [11], avoids significant changes to both existing virtual memory structure and programming model.

Checkpointing [18, 56] (§5.3.2)

Collect memory updates in overlays. Only back up the overlays.

Compared to backing up pages, reduces write bandwidth to backing store, enabling faster, more frequent checkpointing.

Virtualizing Speculation (§5.3.3)

Store speculative memory updates
in overlay. Commit/discard overlay
if speculation succeeds/fails.

1) Supports potentially unbounded speculation (e.g., [2]), 2) no
software handlers needed to handle eviction of any speculatively
modified cache line [14].

Fine-grained Metadata
Management (§5.3.4)

Use overlays to store fine-grained
metadata (e.g., protection bits) for
each virtual page.

Compared to prior works [35, 59, 60], 1) easier integration with
existing virtual memory framework, 2) no metadata-specific
hardware changes required.

Flexible Super-pages (§5.3.5)

Use overlays at higher-level page
tables to remap different parts of
super-pages.

Enables 1) more flexible super-page mappings, 2) page or cacheline-granularity copy-on-write, 3) multiple protection domains
within a super-page.
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design. Section 4 describes our final design and the associated
implementation cost in detail.
We quantitatively evaluate the benefits of our framework
using two of the seven techniques: 1) overlay-on-write, and
2) an efficient mechanism for sparse data structure computations. Our evaluations show that overlay-on-write (when
applied to fork [1]) improves performance by 15% and reduces memory capacity requirements by 53% compared to
the traditional copy-on-write mechanism. For sparse-matrixvector multiplication, our framework consistently outperforms a baseline dense representation and can even outperform CSR [26], a state-of-the-art software-based sparse representation, on over a third of the large real-world sparse matrices from [16]. More importantly, unlike many software representations, our implementation allows the sparse data structure to be dynamically updated, which is typically a costly
and complex operation with a software-based representation.
Section 5 discusses these results in more detail.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.

is mapped to both a physical page and an overlay, but the
overlay contains only cache lines C1 and C3. Based on our semantics, accesses to C1 and C3 are mapped to the overlay, and
the remaining cache lines are mapped to the physical page.
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Figure 2: Semantics of our proposed framework

2.2. Overlay-on-write: A More Efficient Copy-on-write
Copy-on-write is a widely-used primitive in many different applications including process forking [1], virtual machine cloning [32], memory deduplication [55], OS speculation [10, 36, 57], and memory checkpointing [18, 49, 56]. Figure 3a shows how the copy-on-write technique works. Initially, two (or more) virtual pages that contain the same data
are mapped to the same physical page (P). When one of the
pages receives a write (resulting in a data divergence), the OS
handles it in two steps. It first identifies a new physical page
(P’) and copies the contents of the original physical page (P)
to the new page Ê. Second, it remaps the virtual page that received the write (V2) to the new physical page Ë. This remapping operation typically requires a TLB shootdown [6, 52].

• We propose a new virtual memory framework that augments the existing VM framework with a new concept
called page overlays.
• We show that our framework provides powerful access
semantics, seamlessly enabling efficient implementation
of seven fine-grained memory management techniques.
• We present in detail a simple, low-overhead design of our
proposed framework. Our design adds negligible logic on
the critical path of regular memory accesses.
• We quantitatively evaluate our framework with two
fine-grained memory management techniques, showing
that it significantly improves overall system performance
and reduces memory consumption.
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2. Page Overlays: Motivation
We first present a detailed overview of the semantics of
our proposed virtual memory framework. While our proposed framework enables efficient implementation of each of
the techniques in Table 1, we will use one such technique—
overlay-on-write—to illustrate the power of our framework.

Figure 3: Copy-on-Write vs. Overlay-on-Write

Despite its wide applications, copy-on-write is expensive
and inefficient for two reasons. First, both the copy operation
and the remap operation are on the critical path of the write.
Both operations incur high latency [6, 40, 43, 52, 54]. The
copy operation consumes high memory bandwidth, potentially degrading the performance of other applications sharing the memory bandwidth [43]. Second, even if only a single cache line is modified within the virtual page, the system
needs to create a full copy of the entire physical page, leading
to inefficient use of memory capacity.
Our framework enables a faster, more efficient mechanism
(as shown in Figure 3b). When multiple virtual pages share
the same physical page, the OS explicitly indicates to the
hardware, through the page tables, that the pages should be
copied-on-write. When one of the pages receives a write, our
framework first creates an overlay that contains only the modified cache line 1 . It then maps the overlay to the virtual page
that received the write 2 . We refer to this mechanism as

2.1. Overview of Semantics of Our Framework
As illustrated in Figure 1b, in our proposed framework,
each virtual page can be mapped to two entities: a regular
physical page and a page overlay. There are two aspects to a
page overlay. First, unlike the physical page, which has the
same size as the virtual page, the overlay of a virtual page
contains only a subset of cache lines from the page, and hence
is smaller in size than the virtual page. Second, when a virtual page has both a physical page and an overlay mapping,
we define the access semantics such that any cache line that
is present in the overlay is accessed from there. Only cache
lines that are not present in the overlay are accessed from the
physical page, as shown in Figure 2 for the simplified case of
a page with four cache lines. In the figure, the virtual page
3

overlay-on-write. Overlay-on-write has many benefits over
copy-on-write. First, it avoids the need to copy the entire
physical page before the write operation, thereby significantly
reducing the latency on the critical path of execution (as well
as the associated increase in memory bandwidth and energy).
Second, it allows the system to eliminate significant redundancy in the data stored in main memory because only the
overlay lines need to be stored, compared to a full page with
copy-on-write. Finally, as we describe in Section 4.3.3, our design exploits the fact that only a single cache line is remapped
from the source physical page to the overlay to significantly
reduce the latency of the remapping operation.
As mentioned before, copy-on-write has a wide variety of
applications [1, 10, 18, 32, 36, 49, 55, 56, 57]. Overlay-on-write,
being a faster and more efficient alternative to copy-on-write,
can significantly benefit all these applications.

Challenge 2: Identifying the physical address of an overlay
cache line. If the accessed cache line is part of the overlay (i.e.,
it is an overlay cache line), the processor must quickly determine the physical address of the overlay cache line, as this address is required to access the L1 cache. The simple approach
to address this challenge is to store in the TLB the base address
of the region where the overlay is stored in main memory (we
refer to this region as the overlay store). While this may enable
the processor to identify each overlay cache line with a unique
physical address, this approach has three shortcomings when
overlays are stored compactly in main memory.
First, the overlay store (in main memory) does not contain
all the cache lines from the virtual page. Therefore, the processor must perform some computation to determine the address
of the accessed overlay cache line. This will delay the L1 access. Second, most modern processors use a virtually-indexed
physically-tagged L1 cache to partially overlap the L1 cache
access with the TLB access. This technique requires the virtual index and the physical index of the cache line to be the
same. However, since the overlay is smaller than the virtual
page, the overlay physical index of a cache line will likely not
be the same as the cache line’s virtual index. As a result, the
cache access will have to be delayed until the TLB access is
complete. Finally, inserting a new cache line into an overlay is a relatively complex operation. Depending on how the
overlay is represented in main memory, inserting a new cache
line into an overlay can potentially change the addresses of
other cache lines in the overlay. Handling this scenario requires a likely complex mechanism to ensure the consistency
of these other cache lines.
In our design, we address this challenge by using two different addresses for each overlay—one to address the processor caches, called the Overlay Address, and another to address
main memory, called the Overlay Memory Store Address. As
we will describe shortly, this dual-address design enables the
system to manage the overlay in main memory independently
of how overlay cache lines are addressed in the processor
caches, thereby overcoming the above three shortcomings.
Challenge 3: Ensuring the consistency of the TLBs. In our
design, since the TLBs cache the OBitVector, when a cache
line is moved from the physical page to the overlay or vice
versa, any TLB that has cached the mapping for the corresponding virtual page should update its mapping to reflect the
cache line remapping. The naïve approach to addressing this
challenge is to use a TLB shootdown [6, 52], which is expensive [40, 54]. Fortunately, in the above scenario, the TLB mapping is updated only for a single cache line (rather than an
entire virtual page). We propose a simple mechanism that exploits this fact and uses the cache coherence protocol to keep
the TLBs coherent (Section 4.3.3).

2.3. Benefits of the Overlay Semantics
For most of the techniques in Table 1, our framework offers
two distinct benefits over the existing VM framework. First,
our framework reduces the amount of work that the system
has to do, thereby improving system performance. For instance, in the overlay-on-write and sparse data structure (Section 5.2) techniques, our framework reduces the amount of
data that needs to be copied/accessed. Second, our framework
enables significant reduction in memory capacity requirements. Each overlay contains only a subset of cache lines
from the virtual page, so the system can reduce overall memory consumption by compactly storing the overlays in main
memory—i.e., for each overlay, store only the cache lines that
are actually present in the overlay. We quantitatively evaluate these benefits in Section 5 using two techniques and show
that our framework is effective.

3. Page Overlays: Design Overview
While our framework imposes simple access semantics,
there are several key challenges to efficiently implement the
proposed semantics. In this section, we first discuss these challenges with an overview of how we address them. We then
provide a full overview of our proposed mechanism that addresses these challenges, thereby enabling a simple, efficient,
and low-overhead design of our framework.
3.1. Challenges in Implementing Page Overlays
Challenge 1: Checking if a cache line is part of the overlay. When the processor needs to access a virtual address, it
must first check if the accessed cache line is part of the overlay. Since most modern processors use a physically-tagged L1
cache, this check is on the critical path of the L1 access. To address this challenge, we associate each virtual page with a bit
vector that represents which cache lines from the virtual page
are part of the overlay. We call this bit vector the overlay bit
vector (OBitVector). We cache the OBitVector in the processor TLB, thereby enabling the processor to quickly check if
the accessed cache line is part of the overlay.

3.2. Overview of Our Design
A key aspect of our dual-address design, mentioned above,
is that the address to access the cache (the Overlay Address)
is taken from an address space where the size of each overlay
4

is the same as that of a regular physical page. This enables
our design to seamlessly address Challenge 2 (overlay cache
line address computation), without incurring the drawbacks
of the naïve approach to address the challenge (described in
Section 3.1). The question is, from what address space is the
Overlay Address taken?
Towards answering this question, we observe that only a
small fraction of the physical address space is backed by main
memory (DRAM) and a large portion of the physical address
space is unused, even after a portion is consumed for memorymapped I/O [39] and other system constructs. We propose to
use this unused physical address space for the overlay cache
address and refer to this space as the Overlay Address Space.1
Figure 4 shows the overview of our design. There are three
address spaces: the virtual address space, the physical address
space, and the main memory address space. The main memory address space is split between regular physical pages and
the Overlay Memory Store (OMS), a region where the overlays are stored compactly. In our design, to associate a virtual
page with an overlay, the virtual page is first mapped to a full
size page in the overlay address space using a direct mapping
without any translation or indirection (Section 4.1). The overlay page is in turn mapped to a location in the OMS using a
mapping table stored in the memory controller (Section 4.2).
We will describe the figure in more detail in Section 4.

To recap our high-level design (Figure 4), each virtual page
in the system is mapped to two entities: 1) a regular physical
page, which in turn directly maps to a page in main memory,
and 2) an overlay page in the Overlay Address space (which
is not directly backed by main memory). Each page in this
space is in turn mapped to a region in the Overlay Memory
Store, where the overlay is stored compactly. Because our
implementation does not modify the way virtual pages are
mapped to regular physical pages, we now focus our attention
on how virtual pages are mapped to overlays.
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4. Page Overlays: Detailed Design
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tinct addresses for each overlay, our implementation decouples the way the caches are addressed from the way overlays are stored in main memory. This enables the system to
treat overlay cache accesses very similarly to regular cache
accesses, and consequently requires very few changes to the
existing hardware structures (e.g., it works seamlessly with
virtually-indexed physically-tagged caches). Third, as we will
describe in the next section, in our design, the Overlay Memory Store (in main memory) is accessed only when an access
completely misses in the cache hierarchy. This 1) greatly reduces the number of operations related to managing the OMS,
2) reduces the amount of information that needs to be cached
in the processor TLBs, and 3) more importantly, enables the
memory controller to completely manage the OMS with minimal interaction with the OS.
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4.1. Virtual-to-Overlay Mapping
The virtual-to-overlay mapping maps a virtual page to a
page in the Overlay Address space. One simple approach to
maintain this mapping information is to store it in the page table and allow the OS to manage the mappings (similar to regular physical pages). However, this increases the overhead of
the mapping table and complicates the OS. We make a simple
observation and impose a constraint that makes the virtualto-overlay mapping a direct 1-1 mapping.
Our observation is that since the Overlay Address space
is part of the unused physical address space, it can be significantly larger than the amount of main memory. To enable
a 1-1 mapping between virtual pages and overlay pages, we
impose a simple constraint wherein no two virtual pages can
be mapped to the same overlay page.
Figure 5 shows how our design maps a virtual address to
the corresponding overlay address. Our scheme widens the
physical address space such that the overlay address corresponding to the virtual address vaddr of a process with ID
PID is obtained by simply concatenating an overlay bit (set to
1), PID, and vaddr. Since two virtual pages cannot share an
overlay, when data of a virtual page is copied to another virtual page, the overlay cache lines of the source page must be
copied into the appropriate locations in the destination page.
While this approach requires a slightly wider physical address
space than in existing systems, this is a more practical mechanism compared to storing this mapping explicitly in a separate

P

Main Memory
Address Space

Figure 4: Overview of our design. “Direct mapping” indicates
that the corresponding mapping is implicit in the source address.
OMT = Overlay Mapping Table (Section 4.2).

3.3. Benefits of Our Design
There are three main benefits of our high-level design. First,
our approach makes no changes to the way the existing VM
framework maps virtual pages to physical pages. This is very
important as the system can treat overlays as an inexpensive
feature that can be turned on only when the application benefits from it. Second, as mentioned before, by using two dis1 In

fact, a prior work, the Impulse Memory Controller [8], uses the unused
physical address space to communicate gather/scatter access patterns to the
memory controller. The goal of Impulse [8] is different from ours, and it
is difficult to use the design proposed by Impulse to enable fine-granularity
memory management.
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table, which can lead to much higher storage and management overheads than our approach. With a 64-bit physical
address space and a 48-bit virtual address space per process,
this approach can support 215 different processes.
Process ID
Overlay Address

1

PID

use overlay-on-write (Section 2.2) as an example. Let us assume that two virtual pages (V1 and V2) are mapped to the
same physical page in the copy-on-write mode, with a few
cache lines of V2 already mapped to the overlay. There are
three possible operations on V2: 1) a read, 2) a write to a cache
line already in the overlay (simple write), and 3) a write to a
cache line not present in the overlay (overlaying write). We
now describe each of these operations in detail.

Virtual Address
vaddr

Figure 5: Virtual-to-Overlay Mapping. The MSB indicates if the
physical address is part of the Overlay Address space.

4.3.1. Memory Read Operation. When the page V2 receives a
read request, the processor first accesses the TLB with the corresponding page number (VPN) to retrieve the physical mapping (PPN) and the OBitVector. It generates the overlay page
number (OPN) by concatenating the address space ID (ASID) of
the process and the VPN (as described in Section 4.1). Depending on whether the accessed cache line is present in the overlay (as indicated by the corresponding bit in the OBitVector),
the processor uses either the PPN or the OPN to generate the L1
cache tag. If the access misses in the entire cache hierarchy
(L1 through last-level cache), the request is sent to the memory controller. The controller checks if the requested address
is part of the overlay address space by checking the overlay
bit in the physical address. If so, it looks up the overlay store
address (OMSaddr) of the corresponding overlay page from
the OMT Cache, and computes the exact location of the requested cache line within main memory (as described later
in Section 4.4). It then accesses the cache line from the main
memory and returns the data to the cache hierarchy.

Note that a similar approach cannot be used to map virtual pages to physical pages due to the synonym problem [9],
which results from multiple virtual pages being mapped to the
same physical page. However, this problem does not occur
with the virtual-to-overlay mapping because of the constraint
we impose: no two virtual pages can map to the same overlay page. Even with this constraint, our framework enables
many applications that can improve performance and reduce
memory capacity requirements (Section 5).
4.2. Overlay Address Mapping
Overlay cache lines tagged in the Overlay Address space
must be mapped into an Overlay Memory Store location upon
eviction. In our design, since there is a 1-1 mapping between
a virtual page and an overlay page, we could potentially store
this mapping in the page table along with the physical page
mapping. However, since many pages may not have an overlay, we store this mapping information in a separate mapping
table similar to the page table. This Overlay Mapping Table
(OMT) is maintained and controlled fully by the memory controller with minimal interaction with the OS. Section 4.4 describes Overlay Memory Store management in detail.

4.3.2. Simple Write Operation. When the processor receives a
write to a cache line already present in the overlay, it simply
has to update the cache line in the overlay. The path of this
operation is the same as that of the read operation, except the
cache line is updated after it is read into the L1 cache.

4.3. Microarchitecture and Memory Access Operations
Figure 6 depicts the microarchitectural details of our design.
There are three main changes over the microarchitecture of
current systems. First (Ê in the figure), main memory is split
into two regions that store 1) regular physical pages and 2) the
Overlay Memory Store (OMS). The OMS stores both a compact representation of the overlays and the Overlay Mapping
Table (OMT), which maps each page from the Overlay Address Space to a location in the Overlay Memory Store. At a
high level, each OMT entry contains 1) the OBitVector, indicating if each cache line within the corresponding page is
present in the overlay, and 2) OMSaddr, the location of the
overlay in the OMS. Second Ë, we augment the memory controller with a cache called the OMT Cache, which caches recently accessed entries from the OMT. Third Ì, because the
TLB must determine if an access to a virtual address should be
directed to the corresponding overlay, we extend each TLB entry to store the OBitVector. While this potentially increases
the cost of each TLB miss (as it requires the OBitVector to be
fetched from the OMT), our evaluations (Section 5) show that
the performance benefit of using overlays more than offsets
this additional TLB fill latency.
To describe the operation of different memory accesses, we

4.3.3. Overlaying Write Operation. An overlaying write operation is a write to a cache line that is not already present in
the overlay. Since the virtual page is mapped to the regular
physical page in the copy-on-write mode, the corresponding
cache line must be remapped to the overlay (based on our semantics described in Section 2.2). We complete the overlaying
write in three steps: 1) copy the data of the cache line in the
regular physical page (PPN) to the corresponding cache line in
the Overlay Address Space page (OPN), 2) update all the TLBs
and the OMT to indicate that the cache line is mapped to the
overlay, and 3) process the write operation.
The first step can be completed in hardware by reading the
cache line from the regular physical page and simply updating the cache tag to correspond to the overlay page number (or
by making an explicit copy of the cache line). Naïvely implementing the second step will involve a TLB shootdown for the
corresponding virtual page. However, we exploit three simple
facts to use the cache coherence network to keep the TLBs
and the OMT coherent: i) the mapping is modified only for a
single cache line, and not an entire page, ii) the overlay page
address can be used to uniquely identify the virtual page since
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Figure 6: Microarchitectural details of our implementation. The main changes (Ê, Ë and Ì) are described in Section 4.3.

no overlay is shared between virtual pages, and iii) the overlay address is part of the physical address space and hence,
part of the cache coherence network. Based on these facts,
we propose a new cache coherence message called overlaying
read exclusive. When a core receives this request, it checks
if its TLB has cached the mapping for the virtual page. If so,
the core simply sets the bit for the corresponding cache line
in the OBitVector. The overlaying read exclusive request is
also sent to the memory controller so that it can update the
OBitVector of the corresponding overlay page in the OMT
(via the OMT Cache). Once the remapping operation is complete, the write operation (the third step) is processed similar
to the simple write operation.
Note that after an overlaying write, the corresponding
cache line (which we will refer to as the overlay cache line)
is marked dirty. However, unlike copy-on-write, which must
allocate memory before the write operation, our mechanism
allocates memory space lazily upon the eviction of the dirty
overlay cache line – significantly improving performance.
4.3.4. Converting an Overlay to a Regular Physical Page. Depending on the technique for which overlays are used, maintaining an overlay for a virtual page may be unnecessary after
a point. For example, when using overlay-on-write, if most of
the cache lines within a virtual page are modified, maintaining them in an overlay does not provide any advantage. The
system may take one of three actions to promote an overlay
to a physical page: The copy-and-commit action is one where
the OS copies the data from the regular physical page to a
new physical page and updates the data of the new physical
page with the corresponding data from the overlay. The commit action updates the data of the regular physical page with
the corresponding data from the overlay. The discard action
simply discards the overlay.
While the copy-and-commit action is used with overlay-onwrite, the commit and discard actions are used, for example, in
the context of speculation, where our mechanism stores speculative updates in the overlays (Section 5.3.3). After any of
these actions, the system clears the OBitVector of the corresponding virtual page, and frees the overlay memory store
space allocated for the overlay (discussed next in Section 4.4).

4.4. Managing the Overlay Memory Store
The Overlay Memory Store (OMS) is the region in main
memory where all the overlays are stored. As described in
Section 4.3.1, the OMS is accessed only when an overlay access completely misses in the cache hierarchy. As a result,
there are many simple ways to manage the OMS. One way
is to have a small embedded core on the memory controller
that can run a software routine that manages the OMS (similar mechanisms are supported in existing systems, e.g., Intel
Active Management Technology [25]). Another approach is
to let the memory controller manage the OMS by using a full
physical page to store each overlay. While this approach will
forgo the memory capacity benefit of our framework, it will
still obtain the benefit of reducing overall work (Section 2.3).
In this section, we describe a hardware mechanism that obtains both the work reduction and the memory capacity reduction benefits of using overlays. In our mechanism, the
memory controller fully manages the OMS with minimal interaction with the OS. Managing the OMS has two key aspects. First, because each overlay contains only a subset of
cache lines from the virtual page, we need a compact representation for the overlay, such that the OMS contains only
cache lines that are actually present in the overlay. Second,
the memory controller must manage multiple overlays of different sizes. We need a simple mechanism to handle such different sizes and the associated free space fragmentation issues.
Although operations that allocate new overlays or relocate existing overlays are slightly more complex, they are triggered
only when a dirty overlay cache line is written back to main
memory. Therefore, these operations are rare and are not on
the critical path of execution.
4.4.1. Compact Overlay Representation. One simple approach
to compactly maintain the overlays is to store the cache lines
in an overlay in the order in which they appear in the virtual
page. While this representation is simple, if a new cache line
is inserted into the overlay before other overlay cache lines,
then the memory controller must move such cache lines to
create a slot for the inserted line. This is a read-modify-write
operation, which results in significant performance overhead.
We propose an alternative mechanism, in which each overlay is assigned a segment in the OMS. The overlay is associated with an array of pointers—one pointer for each cache
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line in the virtual page. Each pointer either points to the slot
within the overlay segment that contains the cache line or is
invalid if the cache line is not present in the overlay. We store
this metadata in a single cache line at the head of the segment. For segments less than 4KB size, we use 64 5-bit slot
pointers and a 32-bit vector indicating the free slots within a
segment—total of 352 bits. For a 4KB segment, we do not store
any metadata and simply store each overlay cache line at an
offset which is same as the offset of the cache line within the
virtual page. Figure 7 shows an overlay segment of size 256B,
with only the first and the fourth cache lines of the virtual
page mapped to the overlay.

Free bit vector
(32 bits)
64 Slot pointers
(5 bits each)

in the Overlay Address Space (i.e., for each OPN), the OMT
contains an entry with the following pieces of information:
1) the OBitVector, indicating which cache lines are present
in the overlay, and 2) the Overlay Memory Store Address
(OMSaddr), pointing to the segment that stores the overlay. To
reduce the storage cost of the OMT, we store it hierarchically,
similar to the virtual-to-physical mapping tables. The memory controller maintains the root address of the hierarchical
table in a register.
The OMT Cache stores the following details regarding
recently-accessed overlays: the OBitVector, the OMSaddr,
and the overlay segment metadata (stored at the beginning
of the segment). To access a cache line from an overlay, the
memory controller consults the OMT Cache with the overlay
page number (OPN). In case of a hit, the controller acquires the
necessary information to locate the cache line in the overlay
memory store using the overlay segment metadata. In case
of a miss, the controller performs an OMT walk (similar to a
page table walk) to look up the corresponding OMT entry, and
inserts it in the OMT Cache. It also reads the overlay segment
metadata and caches it in the OMT cache entry. The controller may modify entries of the OMT, as and when overlays
are updated. When such a modified entry is evicted from the
OMT Cache, the memory controller updates the corresponding OMT entry in memory.

0
1 0 0 2
First cache line of the virtual page
Fourth cache line of the virtual page
Free slot

Figure 7: A 256B overlay segment (can store up to three overlay cache lines from the virtual page). The first line stores the
metadata (array of pointers and the free bit vector).

4.4.2. Managing Multiple Overlay Sizes. Different virtual
pages may contain overlays of different sizes. The memory
controller must store them efficiently in the available space.
To simplify this management, our mechanism splits the available overlay space into segments of 5 fixed sizes: 256B, 512B,
1KB, 2KB, and 4KB. Each overlay is stored in the smallest
segment that is large enough to store the overlay cache lines.
When the memory controller requires a segment for a new
overlay or when it wants to migrate an existing overlay to a
larger segment, the controller identifies a free segment of the
required size and updates the OMSaddr of the corresponding
overlay page with the base address of the new segment. Individual cache lines are allocated their slots within the segment
as and when they are written back to main memory.

4.5. Hardware Cost and OS Changes
There are three sources of hardware overhead in our design: 1) the OMT Cache, 2) wider TLB entries (to store the
OBitVector), and 3) wider cache tags (due to the wider physical address space). Each OMT Cache entry stores the overlay
page number (48 bits), the Overlay Memory Store address (48
bits), the overlay bit vector (64 bits), the array of pointers for
each cache line in the overlay page (64*5 = 320 bits), and free
list bit vector for the overlay segment (32 bits). In all, each
entry consumes 512 bits. The size of a 64-entry OMT Cache
is therefore 4KB. Each TLB entry is extended with the 64-bit
OBitVector. Across the 64-entry L1 TLB and 1024-entry L2
TLB, the overall cost extending the TLB is 8.5KB. Finally, assuming each cache tag entry requires an additional 16 bits for
each tag, across a 64KB L1 cache, 512KB L2 cache and a 2MB
L3 cache, the cost of extending the cache tags to accommodate
a wider physical address is 82KB. Thus, the overall hardware
storage cost is 94.5KB. Note that the additional bits required
for each tag entry can be reduced by restricting the portion of
the virtual address space that can have overlays, resulting in
even lower overall hardware cost.
The main change to the OS in our implementation is related
to the Overlay Memory Store management. The OS interacts with the memory controller to dynamically partition the
available main memory space between regular physical pages
and the OMS. As mentioned in Section 4.4, this interaction is
triggered only when a dirty overlay cache line is written back
to main memory and the memory controller is out of Overlay Memory Store space. This operation is rare and is off the

4.4.3. Free Space Management. To manage the free segments
within the Overlay Memory Store, we use a simple linkedlist based approach. For each segment size, the memory controller maintains a memory location or register that points to
a free segment of that size. Each free segment in turn stores
a pointer to another free segment of the same size or an invalid pointer denoting the end of the list. If the controller
runs out of free segments of a particular size, it obtains a free
segment of the next higher size and splits it into two. If the
controller runs out of free 4KB segments, it requests the OS
for an additional set of 4KB pages. During system startup, the
OS proactively allocates a chunk of free pages to the memory controller. To reduce the number of memory operations
needed to manage free segments, we use a grouped-linked-list
mechanism, similar to the one used by some file systems [46].
4.4.4. The Overlay Mapping Table (OMT) and the OMT Cache.
The OMT maps pages from the Overlay Address Space to a
specific segment in the Overlay Memory Store. For each page
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Processor
TLB
L1 Cache
L2 Cache
Prefetcher
L3 Cache
DRAM Controller
DRAM and Bus

2.67 GHz, single issue, out-of-order, 64 entry instruction window, 64B cache lines
4K pages, 64-entry 4-way associative L1 (1 cycle), 1024-entry L2 (10 cycles), TLB miss = 1000 cycles
64KB, 4-way associative, tag/data latency = 1/2 cycles, parallel tag/data lookup, LRU policy
512KB, 8-way associative, tag/data latency = 2/8 cycles, parallel tag/data lookup, LRU policy
Stream prefetcher [33, 48], monitor L2 misses and prefetch into L3, 16 entries, degree = 4, distance = 24
2MB, 16-way associative, tag/data latency = 10/24 cycles, serial tag/data lookup, DRRIP [27] policy
Open row, FR-FCFS drain when full [34], 64-entry write buffer, 64-entry OMT cache, miss latency = 1000 cycles
DDR3-1066 MHz [28], 1 channel, 1 rank, 8 banks, 8B-wide data bus, burst length = 8, 8KB row buffer
Table 2: Main parameters of our simulated system

critical path. In addition, the operation can be run on a spare
core and does not have to stall any actively running hardware
thread. Note that some of the applications of page overlays
may require additional OS or application support, as noted in
the sections describing the applications (under Section 5).

mark suite [15]. Because the number of pages copied depends on the write working set of the application, we pick
benchmarks with three different types of write working sets:
1) benchmarks with low write working set size, 2) benchmarks
for which almost all cache lines within each modified page are
updated, and 3) benchmarks for which only a few cache line
within each modified page are updated. We pick five benchmarks for each type. For each benchmark, we fast forward the
execution to its representative portion (determined using Simpoint [44]), run the benchmark for 200 million instructions (to
warm up the caches), and execute a fork. After the fork, we
run the parent process for another 300 million instructions,
while the child process idles.2
Figure 8 plots the amount of additional memory consumed
by the parent process using copy-on-write and overlay-onwrite for the 300 million instructions after the fork. Figure 9 plots the performance (cycles per instruction) of the two
mechanisms during the same period. We group benchmarks
based on their type. We draw three conclusions.
First, benchmarks with low write working set (Type 1) consume very little additional memory after forking (Figure 8).
As a result, there is not much difference in the performance of
copy-on-write and that of overlay-on-write (Figure 9).
Second, for benchmarks of Type 2, both mechanisms consume almost the same amount of additional memory. This is
because for these benchmarks, almost all cache lines within
every modified page are updated. However, with the exception of cactus, overlay-on-write significantly improves performance for this type of applications. Our analysis shows that
the performance trends can be explained by the distance in
time when cache lines of each page are updated by the application. When writes to different cache lines within a page are
close in time, copy-on-write performs better than overlay-onwrite. This is because copy-on-write fetches all the blocks of a
page with high memory-level parallelism. On the other hand,
when writes to different cache lines within a page are well
separated in time, copy-on-write may 1) unnecessarily pollute
the L1 cache with all the cache lines of the copied page, and
2) increase write bandwidth by generating two writes for each
updated cache line (once when it is copied and again when
the application updates the cache line). Overlay-on-write has
neither of these drawbacks, and hence significantly improves

5. Applications and Evaluations
In this section, we describe seven techniques enabled by our
framework, and quantitatively evaluate two of them. For our
performance evaluations, we use an in-house event-driven
multi-core simulator that models out-of-order cores coupled
with a DDR3-1066 [28] DRAM simulator. All the simulated
systems use a three-level cache hierarchy with a uniform 64B
cache line size. We do not enforce inclusion in any level of the
hierarchy. We use the state-of-the-art DRRIP cache replacement policy [27] for the last-level cache. All our evaluated
systems use an aggressive multi-stream prefetcher [48] similar to the one implemented in IBM Power 6 [33]. Table 2 lists
the main configuration parameters in detail.
5.1. Overlay-on-write
As discussed in Section 2.2, overlay-on-write is a more efficient version of copy-on-write [22]: when multiple virtual
pages share the same physical page in the copy-on-write mode
and one of them receives a write, overlay-on-write simply
moves the corresponding cache line to the overlay and updates the cache line in the overlay.
We compare the performance of overlay-on-write with
that of copy-on-write using the fork [1] system call. fork
is a widely-used system call with a number of different applications including creating new processes, creating
stateful threads in multi-threaded applications, process testing/debugging [12, 13, 49], and OS speculation [10, 36, 57].
Despite its wide applications, fork is one of the most expensive system calls [41]. When invoked, fork creates a child
process with an identical virtual address space as the calling
process. fork marks all the pages of both processes as copyon-write. As a result, when any such page receives a write,
the copy-on-write mechanism must copy the whole page and
remap the virtual page before it can proceed with the write.
Our evaluation models a scenario where a process is checkpointed at regular intervals using the fork system call. While
we can test the performance of fork with any application, we
use a subset of benchmarks from the SPEC CPU2006 bench-

2 While

300 million instructions might seem low, several prior works (e.g., [12,
13]) argue for even shorter checkpoint intervals (10-100 million instructions).
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Type 2

matrix requires additional memory accesses to fetch the index
pointers, which degrades performance.
Our framework enables a very efficient hardware-based
representation for a sparse data structure: all virtual pages of
the data structure map to a zero physical page and each virtual
page is mapped to an overlay that contains only the non-zero
cache lines from that page. To avoid computation over zero
cache lines, we propose a new computation model that enables the software to perform computation only on overlays.
When overlays are used to represent sparse data structures,
this model enables the hardware to efficiently perform a computation only on non-zero cache lines. Because the hardware
is aware of the overlay organization, it can efficiently prefetch
the overlay cache lines and hide the latency of memory accesses significantly.
Our representation stores non-zero data at a cache line
granularity. Hence, the performance and memory capacity
benefits of our representation over CSR depends on the spatial locality of non-zero values within a cache line. To aid our
analysis, we define a metric called non-zero value locality (L),
as the average number of non-zero values in each non-zero
cache line. On the one hand, when non-zero values have poor
locality (L ≈ 1), our representation will have to store a significant number of zero values and perform redundant computation over such values, degrading both memory capacity
and performance over CSR, which stores and performs computation on only non-zero values. On the other hand, when
non-zero values have high locality (L ≈ 8—e.g., each cache
line stores 8 double-precision floating point values), our representation is significantly more efficient than CSR as it stores
significantly less metadata about non-zero values than CSR.
As a result, it outperforms CSR both in terms of memory capacity and performance.
We analyzed this trade-off using real-world sparse matrices
of double-precision floating point values obtained from the
UF Sparse Matrix Collection [16]. We considered all matrices
with at least 1.5 million non-zero values (87 in total). Figure 10
plots the memory capacity and performance of one iteration
of Sparse-Matrix Vector (SpMV) multiplication of our mechanism normalized to CSR for each of these matrices. The x-axis
is sorted in the increasing order of the L-value of the matrices.
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Figure 9: Performance after a fork (lower is better)

performance over copy-on-write.
Third, for benchmarks of Type 3, overlay-on-write significantly reduces the amount of additional memory consumed
compared to copy-on-write. This is because the write working set of these applications are spread out in the virtual address space, and copy-on-write unnecessarily copies cache
lines that are actually not updated by the application. Consequently, overlay-on-write significantly improves performance
compared to copy-on-write for this type of applications.
In summary, across all the benchmarks, overlay-on-write
reduces additional memory capacity requirements by 53% and
improves performance by 15% compared to copy-on-write.
Given the wide applicability of the fork system call, and the
copy-on-write technique in general, we believe overlay-onwrite can significantly benefit a variety of such applications.

Normalized to CSR

5.2. Representing Sparse Data Structures
A sparse data structure is one with a significant fraction
of zero values, e.g., a sparse matrix. Since only non-zero
values typically contribute to computation, prior work developed many software representations for sparse data structures
(e.g., [19, 26]). One popular software representation of a sparse
matrix is the Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) format [26]. To
represent a sparse matrix, CSR stores only the non-zero values
in an array, and uses two arrays of index pointers to identify
the location of each non-zero value within the matrix.
While CSR efficiently stores sparse matrices, the additional
index pointers maintained by CSR can result in inefficiency.
First, the index pointers lead to significant additional memory
capacity overhead (roughly 1.5 times the number of non-zero
values in our evaluation—each value is 8 bytes, and each index
pointer is 4 bytes). Second, any computation on the sparse
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Figure 10: SpMV multiplication: Performance of page overlays
vs. CSR. L (non-zero value locality): Average # non-zero values
in each non-zero cache line.

The trends can be explained by looking at the extreme
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(Normalized to Ideal)

Memory Overhead

points. On the left extreme, we have a matrix with L = 1.09
(poisson3Db), i.e., most non-zero cache lines have only one
non-zero value. As a result, our representation consumes 4.83
times more memory capacity and degrades performance by
70% compared to CSR. On the other extreme is a matrix with
L = 8 (raefsky4), i.e., none of the non-zero cache lines have
any zero value. As a result, our representation is more efficient, reducing memory capacity by 34%, and improving performance by 92% compared to CSR.
Our results indicate that even when a little more than half
of the values in each non-zero cache line are non-zero (L >
4.5), overlays outperform CSR. For 34 of the 87 real-world matrices, overlays reduce memory capacity by 8% and improve
performance by 27% on average compared to CSR.
In addition to the performance and memory capacity benefits, our representation has several other major advantages
over CSR (or any other software format). First, CSR is typically helpful only when the data structure is very sparse. In
contrast, our representation exploits a wider degree of sparsity
in the data structure. In fact, our simulations using randomlygenerated sparse matrices with varying levels of sparsity (0%
to 100%) show that our representation outperforms the densematrix representation for all sparsity levels—the performance
gap increases linearly with the fraction of zero cache lines in
the matrix. Second, in our framework, dynamically inserting non-zero values into a sparse matrix is as simple as moving a cache line to the overlay. In contrast, CSR incur a high
cost to insert non-zero values. Finally, our computation model
enables the system to seamlessly use optimized dense matrix
codes on top of our representation. CSR, on the other hand,
requires programmers to rewrite algorithms to suit CSR.
Sensitivity to Cache Line Size. So far, we have described
the benefits of using overlays using 64B cache lines. However,
one can imagine employing our approach at a 4KB page granularity (i.e., storing only non-zero pages as opposed to nonzero cache lines). To illustrate the benefits of fine-grained
management, we compare the memory overhead of storing
the sparse matrices using different cache line sizes (from 16B
to 4KB). Figure 11 shows the results. The memory overhead
for each cache line size is normalized to the ideal mechanism which stores only the non-zero values. The matrices are
sorted in the same order as in Figure 10. We draw two conclusions from the figure. First, while storing only non-zero
(4KB) pages may be a practical system to implement using
today’s hardware, it increases the memory overhead by 53X
on average. It would also increase the amount of computation, resulting in significant performance degradation. Hence,
there is significant benefit to the fine-grained memory management enabled by overlays. Second, the results show that
a mechanism using a finer granularity than 64B can outperform CSR on more matrices, indicating a direction for future
research on sub-block management (e.g., [31]).
In summary, our overlay-based sparse matrix representation outperforms the state-of-the-art software representation
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Figure 11: Memory overhead of different cache line sizes over
“Ideal” that stores only non-zero values. Circles indicate points
where fine-grained management begins to outperform CSR.

on many real-world matrices, and consistently better than
page-granularity management. We believe our approach has
much wider applicability than existing representations.
5.3. Other Applications of Our Framework
We now describe five other applications from Table 1 that
can be efficiently implemented on top of our framework.
While prior works have already proposed mechanisms for
some of these applications, our framework either enables a
simpler mechanism or enables efficient hardware support for
mechanisms proposed by prior work. Due to lack of space,
we describe these mechanisms only at a high level, and defer
more detailed explanations to future work.
5.3.1. Fine-grained Deduplication. Gupta et al. [23] observe
that in a system running multiple virtual machines with the
same guest operating system, there are a number of pages that
contain mostly same data. Their analysis shows that exploiting this redundancy can reduce memory capacity requirements by 50%. They propose the Difference Engine, which
stores such similar pages using small patches over a common
page. However, accessing such patched pages incurs significant overhead because the OS must apply the patch before retrieving the required data. Our framework enables a more efficient implementation of the Difference Engine wherein cache
lines that are different from the base page can be stored in
overlays, thereby enabling seamless access to patched pages,
while also reducing the overall memory consumption. Compared to HICAMP [11], a cache line level deduplication mechanism that locates cache lines based on their content, our
framework avoids significant changes to both the existing virtual memory framework and programming model.
5.3.2. Efficient Checkpointing. Checkpointing is an important primitive in high performance computing applications
where data structures are checkpointed at regular intervals
to avoid restarting long-running applications from the beginning [5, 18, 56]. However, the frequency and latency of checkpoints are often limited by the amount of memory data that
needs to be written to the backing store. With our framework,
overlays could be used to capture all the updates between two
checkpoints. Only these overlays need to be written to the
backing store to take a new checkpoint, reducing the latency
and bandwidth of checkpointing. The overlays are then com11

mitted (Section 4.3.4), so that each checkpoint captures precisely the delta since the last checkpoint. In contrast to prior
works on efficient checkpointing such as INDRA [45], ReVive [38], and Sheaved Memory [50], our framework is more
flexible than INDRA and ReVive (which are tied to recovery
from remote attacks) and avoids the considerable write amplification of Sheaved Memory (which can significantly degrade
overall system performance).

(based on the number of bits available in the OBitVector),
and allows the system to potentially remap a segment of the
super-page to the overlays. For example, when a super-page
shared between two processes receives a write, only the corresponding segment is copied and the corresponding bit in the
OBitVector is set. This approach can similarly be used to
have multiple protection domains within a super-page. Assuming only a few segments within a super-page will require
overlays, this approach can still ensure low TLB misses while
enabling more flexibility for the OS.

5.3.3. Virtualizing Speculation. Several hardware-based speculative techniques (e.g., thread-level speculation [47, 51],
transactional memory [14, 24]) have been proposed to improve system performance. Such techniques maintain speculative updates to memory in the cache. As a result, when
a speculatively-updated cache line is evicted from the cache,
these techniques must necessarily declare the speculation as
unsuccessful, resulting in a potentially wasted opportunity.
In our framework, these techniques can store speculative updates to a virtual page in the corresponding overlay. The overlay can be committed or discarded based on whether the speculation succeeds or fails. This approach is not limited by cache
capacity and enables potentially unbounded speculation [2].

6. Conclusion
We introduced a new, simple framework that enables finegrained memory management. Our framework augments virtual memory with a concept called overlays. Each virtual page
can be mapped to both a physical page and an overlay. The
overlay contains only a subset of cache lines from the virtual
page, and cache lines that are present in the overlay are accessed from there. We show that our proposed framework,
with its simple access semantics, enables several fine-grained
memory management techniques, while not significantly altering the existing VM framework. We quantitatively demonstrate the benefits of our framework with two applications:
1) overlay-on-write, an efficient alternative to copy-on-write,
and 2) an efficient hardware representation of sparse data
structures. Our evaluations show that our framework significantly improves performance and reduces memory capacity
requirements for both applications (e.g., 15% performance improvement and 53% memory capacity reduction, on average,
for fork over traditional copy-on-write). Based on our results, we conclude that our proposed page overlay framework
is an elegant and effective way of enabling many fine-grained
memory management applications.

5.3.4. Fine-grained Metadata Management. Storing finegrained (e.g., word granularity) metadata about data has
several applications (e.g., memcheck, taintcheck [53], finegrained protection [59], detecting lock violations [42]). Prior
works (e.g., [35, 53, 59, 60]) have proposed frameworks to efficiently store and manipulate such metadata. However, these
mechanisms require hardware support specific to storing and
maintaining metadata. In contrast, with our framework, the
system can potentially use overlays for each virtual page to
store metadata for the virtual page instead of an alternate version of the data. In other words, the Overlay Address Space
serves as shadow memory for the virtual address space. To access some piece of data, the application uses the regular load
and store instructions. The system would need new metadata
load and metadata store instructions to enable the application
to access the metadata from the overlays.
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5.3.5. Flexible Super-pages. Many modern architectures support super-pages to reduce the number of TLB misses. In
fact, a recent prior work [4] suggests that a single arbitrarily large super-page (direct segment) can significantly reduce
TLB misses for large servers. Unfortunately, using superpages reduces the flexibility for the operating system to manage memory and implement techniques like copy-on-write.
For example, to our knowledge, there is no system that shares
a super-page across two processes in the copy-on-write mode.
This lack of flexibility introduces a trade-off between the benefit of using super-pages to reduce TLB misses and the benefit
of using copy-on-write to reduce memory capacity requirements. Fortunately, with our framework, we can apply overlays at higher-level page table entries to enable the OS to manage super-pages at a finer granularity. In short, we envision
a mechanism that divides a super-page into smaller segments
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